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6:00 a.m. X
again, more headline news. much of the news is feature based reporting, which is nice, but 
for breaking local news, I tend to go else where. X

an afternoon time. like the corona updates. thank you X
An email or other source for the public to give local suggestions, or concerns that might be 
able to get reported on. X
BUT the fact that it's merely repeated is not great. I understand you may not be able to 
support more and different coverage, but it would be great if we at least got one new pieces 
of news in those slots rather than three times the same thing. Otherwise, I really appreciate 
it! X

Coverage of actual news X

Don't repeat the local news in the morning X X

Don’t listen at 5hat time

Earlier. 7:45 am is too late X

expanded length of time X

Focus on regenerative agriculture X
Generally high quality news coverage for population size and density.   Mixing in occasional 
deeper investigative reporting on selected complex and deeper issues, like land use, 
environment, and economy would be worthwhile as a stand-alone program or series 
segments on regular local news slots. X X

get some remotes from areas not often heard from X
Getting better every day! ( coverage, not the grim subject matter) Kudos to the director & 
staff, such hard work! X

have unique reports at each of the three time slots X
Hearing it twice with 75 min has me turn the station the second time round. I understand 
that you're likely doing it for people who are up at different times but I find them too close 
together. X

I can't always listen at these times. X

i do not listen to your local news, not b/c it is bad, just b/c i am in Lake co. X
I enjoy the long-format news pieces, but would love it if we had the resources to provide a 
regular daily news program with the day's local headline news from around the county. X

I especially appreciate the news about Covid and mental health issues X
I find the local news unlistenable even though I've always wanted local news on our station. 
Compare to Regelski -- even though he is bumptious, he has news we actually can use -- new 
Covid cases, local decisions, etc. Five minutes of him is more valuable than 15 minutes of the 
KZ news, which often fastens upon just one thing, rather than giving a quick survey of what is 
happening locally. Esp. when we are dealing with an important and fast-moving topic, such as 
Covid, it doesn't work to remember to tune in to another program, hoping to discover the 
new facts somewhere in the hour. Local news should start out with a quick scan of the 
important news, then go on into detail. As it is now, I just turn it off as a waste of time. X X

I have really appreciated the COVID interviews at 3 p.m. X
I only listen on certain days and odd hours, when I am in the spa--Often there is no news 
when I go there, like after 9:30am X

I rely very heavily on Sarah Reith's reports for local reporting on timely topics. X

I simply don't tune in except during crises. X
I typically listen to on-air local news only during periods of pending or current emergencies 
(fires, earthquakes, PG&E PSPS events, etc.) During those times, KZYX is *invaluable* ! X

I would like a cov19 info program everymorning - local and state wide X
I would like to see more funding to hire more investigative reporters to follow stories not 
necessarily completely local. X
I would like to see our local news expanded to be a half hour show each time utilizing more 
around the county citizen reporters with recording devices. Annie E. used to do the kind of 
news department that was exemplary. Follow her example. X X
I would rather it just be once, since I usually have the radio on all morning and don’t like 
hearing the repeat X

I'd like mid day, like 1 pm X
I'd love two evening segments, personally but appreciate the two in the AM. I think local 
news is a really important place to put your resources! I enjoy the different voices doing the 
news but ask that you think of local news with a diversity lens. Aren't there any latinx or Black 
people who could host segments or perhaps be mentored by your staff? I know that's 
challenging to execute but I'd love to hear more diverse perspectives. X X

I'd rather just have one 6 PM newscast. I could go without the morning news. X
In general, I would like an earlier time since I go to work early. So I usually try the 6pm time if  
I catch it. X
Investigative stories,  stronger coverage on coast, south coast, north county,  hire more local 
reporters, need way more local news! X X

It has gotten better and better over the years. X
It is repetitive and way too short. Alicia has been keeping us informed on the Virus situation 
as best as possible. She rocks! X X
It would be useful at a different time.  We aren't listening to the radio early mornings and at 
6 in the evening we are listing to PBS. X
It’s awfully limited but I do appreciate the in-depth stories. I could skip the weather as I get 
that elsewhere. X

Its been really good as of late. X

KOZT and KMUD provide much better news X

Kudos for the new team.  They are going a great job X

Less human interest stories, more news about crime, accidents, fires,  arrests, local politics X X

Less weed coverage, more environmental coverage. X X

Listen to KMUD news for what we like X
Local news coverage is very good  --  But focus on emergency issues is paramount -- 3:00 PM 
M/W Covid/Cofax update has been Outstanding   --   past coverage during wildfire /  weather 
events has been excellent and essential !    events has been X

Maybe a t 5pm in stead of 6? X

More X

More frequent updates on fire or local  immediate problems X

More in depth and less retelling of events. X

More indepth X

More local news X

More local news reports X

more news, less stories X

More often X
more south coast.  in fact...don't believe there is ANY .  do you know where the South Coast 
is?   Have liked getting news in the morning .    KZYX is a little heavy on marijuana news and 
talk shows X X

more thinking

Mostly useful. X
NA I haven't listened to these news segments.  I primarily tune in to Local Coronavirus 
Update 3 pm on M, W, F

need to expand 6pm news to, at the very least, a 1/2 hr X
News by children about schools and whatever they think is important  News from Latino 
sources here.  new businesses in the health field.  Native American news.  Gardening news. X X X
NO COVERAGE for the coast, never leaves ukiah,  the same segment repeats everyday. This 
county does not have news everyday, Facebook takes care of most current news, we need 
investigation-why do we have no health officer? Why is there no Mental Health when we 
voted for it. What are the 4H,ers and FFA kids doing without Fairs to show/sell their stuff. 
Why has the county refuse volume gone up 40% since stay at home ordered? Where do one 
take redemption bottles- all the centers have closed? Sewage tested for covid very 
interesting story here. Interview the various Mask Makers in the county- look on face book 
for the groups- who are they making masks for within our community. Mail in ballot-how is 
this county preparing for thie election? X X

Not convenient times X

Not overly interesting but glad it’s there X

Not to replay the exact same stories at the different time slots X
Perhaps more of a variety in most newscasts with shorter interviews.  Not always.  
Sometimes longer interviews are welcome but at times too long. X
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please experiment with different times, earlier or later X
PLEASE!  PLEASE! PLEASE!!!!!!  CHANGE THE LEAD IN MUSIC.  THE TIMES ARE CHALLENGING.  
IT’S HARD NOT TO FEEL QUITE LOW AT TIMES.  THE MUSIC IS   SO-O-O-O-O DIRGE-LIKE.  
PLEASE, PLEASE CHANGE IT TO SOMETHING A BIT MORE NEUTRAL. X
Quality has been very good with an interesting variety of stories. However, local news 
headlines like KOZT does would be helpful - such as: what happened at last night's City 
Council meeting. X
Remember that its northeastern quadrant is part of Mendocino County    The 9 am local spot 
is a good idea, but it is being wasted through poor execution  The Friday evening sport slot is 
wasted for all but a small in-group that enjoys local high school team memories. X X
Sarah Reith's investigative reporting is outstanding. KZYX news is best when it brings us local 
stories not available elsewhere. It's not helpful when it covers stories that are also available 
faster from online sources like Mendocino Voice. X

Sarah Rice is doing a great job! X
See above comments. 86 San Francisco, Sacramento, and Southern California Report in 
mornings. That would double the available time for important LOCAL news. Bring back 
"stringer" system. Coordinate with low power stations to do micro local reports (have to do it 
for KZYX. Can't just lift story and run it). Lots of suggestions made, been blown off in past. X

See above:  I'd like to hear more local news.  What's going on in the county. X
Since KZYX is on most of the time,  I find it tedious to listen to local news 3 x a day, especially 
when it is a magazine piece and not "news". I LOVE the Corona programs X X
Sometimes feels repetitive when hear the same thing in morning and evening. Wonder about 
criteria for choosing stories ... seems eclectic and that there should be a lot more local news 
topics to cover. Maybe in a less comprehensive way than is often done. X X
Sometimes it is super relevant and well investigated.   Sometimes there isn't much to say.  I'd 
love to hear more stories gathered over time-long game stories X
Sometimes it seems like the news department is grasping at straws to find stories. On the 
other hand, COVID coverage has been excellent. Perhaps local news could be aired only when 
there's a story worth telling. X X

Sometimes they get distracted by obscure rants

Sometimes; You may consider southern Humboldt Co. X

Thank you for posting the local news segments online for reference after their airing. X

The coronavirus shows have been very valuable. X

The COVID coverage has been exceptional and necessary. Thank you!! Hope you keep it up! X

The Covid coverage has been outstanding, and a lifeline. X

The local news is useful but the times aren’t great for me. I rarely get to listen. X X

The musical introduction is annoying X

The reports are useful but often too short.  More details would be welcome. X

The time slots are not great, make it a podcast, please. X
There are a number of local stories that appear in the AVA which should be reported on the 
news. X

these are not times that my radio is on X

This is the first time I have seen those specific times . Good to know

Those times are not good for me to listen X

Weather for Mendocino and Lake since this is an agricultural area. X
Well, it's really a rather petty commentary I have. The lead-in news jingle is so oddly has a 
negative feel. I always sing "doom and gloom, doom and gloom" with it because it sounds like 
that. As much as I respect Marty, she has such a funny, dark tone to her voice, kind of the 
'eeyore' of kzyx! X

wish I didn't hear the same exact report often three times a day. X
Would like an early morning broadcast at 6:30 or 7:00, as I am already at work by 7:45 and 
miss the morning broadcasts.  Six pm slot is a good time! X

Would like the "repeat" at 8:45 to be moved to 11 am or Noon. X
Yes but - it would be better to have a 20 minute or half hour news that covers our county - 
like KMUD does - instead of one short daily feature that may or may  not be timely X

Yes but i often hear all three airings of same segment. X

yes...but three times a day is too much for the same news... X
Wish we had a stronger breaking/current local news component. Possibly thru social media. It 
woiuld be great to get some of the traffic away from mendocinosportsplus. That guy has got 
the important infor out fast but he's utterly disgraceful. X
Art happenings and goings on. Interview students of K-12 and college aged, now during 
Covidity and return to the new normal, making a reason for young people to listen to our 
community radio station. X X

Keep up the impressive work! X
Not long enough or indepth X X
I didn't know the times.  When I have heard what I thought was local news, there was way 
too much weather info. X X

Reports from local councils and advisory bodies X

As stated above - more variety? Ya'll are doing a great job, its alot of work. X X
Not too many years ago KZYX had excellent local coverage over a half hour or hour. Now, the 
programming is often not informative on current affairs effecting the lives of Mendocino 
listeners generally or speficic local communities. X X

would like different reports instead of the same report repeated throughout the day X

Sort of. I try and tune in but it seams like there is stuff that is missing.

would like different reports instead of the same report repeated throughout the day X

If possible please include something positive!  Otherwise thanks for the great coverage. X X

But, when I am working, 7:45 is too late. 6:45 am or even 7:00 or 7:30 would be great X
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1. I am grateful for these local news segments.  When segments have more content that 
would extend them beyond 8 minutes, I'd like to hear them going beyond and preempting 
national news.    2. The pdf calendar is not detailed enough to mention when particular 
specialty announcements, weather, description of future shows, community events are on 
air.  Maybe a second pdf schedule could list those things.    3. I am very appreciative of Sarah 
Reith's breadth of coverage.  I sometimes don't agree with her emphasis in some stories.  I 
believe that could be helped by adding more news staff.  More staff could review each 
others' articles and bounce perspectives off of each other.    4. The station should take more 
responsibility to air news stories that are accurate and researched.  National NPR news and 
BBC's The World have been known to give false or missleading news reports.  They do this by 
focusing on perspectives rather than investigating for information.  They also interview the 
people who are not representative of varying perspectives.  For example, when the coup 
occurred in Bolivia, National NPR and BBC World presented the situation as according to the 
overthrowers and neglected to research the details of the situation.  In the same couple of 
weeks, we heard reports on kZYX's Shortwave Report and KPFA's Pacifica Radio (also 
community shows discussing politics) that this was not a legitimate removal and was a coup.  
Not until many months later do these NPR and BBC shows admit that this was a malicious 
coup but the damage is already done when we could have been informed by listening to the 
correct news stations in the first place.   And during the attempted coups and embargo in 
venezuela, we heard on kzyx in the same week of news, propaganda from national NPR and 
BBC World giving the impression of venezuelan citizen suffering from inflation and black 
market money, all blaming the socialist regieme, and attempting to build legitimacy behing 
Guaidou a false leader supported by the US as a hopefull puppet leader.  At the same time 
we hear propaganda from NPR and BBC, the ShortWave Report on KZYX and KPFA Pacifica 
radio show both make us aware of European and US officials actively undermining the 
Venezuelan economy and the details of those efforts.  On NPR, we hear advertisements for 
parties thrown by the billionaire who wants make millions off of a hostile take over of 
Venezuela's nationalized oil resource to turn it into a privatized resource.  In a similar way we 
hear NPR, including Democracy Now, advertising president Trump campaign rallies albiet 
with a 'critical' angle about masks or Juneteenth.  I hear almost daily quotes from Trump and 
Pence, many of which statements are false or missleading, but NPR speakers often don't offer 
context.  I point this out because the correct information was available real time but this 
station kzyx chose to highlight the ill informed news shows sponsored by Walmart and 
Rockafeller and other power hungry monopolistic organizations.  We don't need to hear 
falsity on news shows just to be countered by our community based discussion shows and 
our other news sources. These shows, BBC and NPR national, are informative shows which 
also contain falsified propaganda.  The money spent on these two shows could be spent 
rather on local news and could support some news from Pacifica and ShortWave Report.  You 
as an advisory committee could encourage KZYX staff to do an analysis on what a redirection 
of funding might look like for a more informative news repertoir.  Staff could also review NPR 
national news, (NPR California Report and National Native News seem very informative and 
not missleading to me) and BBC world for deceptive reports.  They would have to look into 
not just the presentation of false news.  More often the missdirection is in the information 
withheld that a news organization should have easy enough access to that they still choose to 
withhold. X X
I prefer the news-based presentation as KOZT uses.  I don't particularly enjoy the segments 
on culture/public interest as I don't consider them news and think they would be better 
suited to a program presenting community interest items (arts, culture, etc.).  Sara Reith does 
a good job on politics, education, etc. when she covers them.  But too much time is spent on 
items that aren't really news.  Since there is such limited time given to local news, I would 
prefer if it actually was local news.  I end up switching to KOZT so I can be updated on the 
latest news in the county (board of supervisors, city councils, boards of education, etc.).  I will 
say, however, that the current local news is far, far improved from what it was in the past.  
Thank you for that. X X
I don’t think it needs to be on twice in the am. Once is fine.  Then perhaps 15minutes more 
npr.  Also wish you’d change the depressing  guitar intro  at the beginning of local news. X
Hearing the same segment three times a day gets a bit repetitive fir this frequent listener, but 
I realize the value of that for getting it out to as many listeners as possible. Would like to hear 
more local news in the evening. Maybe 20 or 30 minutes. X

Not much one can do in 5-10 minutes.  Local print news (Willits Weekly) is more informative. X
A new theme song for the local news would be most appreciated. The current choice is 
depressing. Eddie chooses pleasant, upbeat jingles, so give this task to him. Also, I would like 
Sarah to repeat who it is she is speaking with when she does her interviews. Sometimes I 
miss that info at the beginning of the segment. She could do that midway through, or at the 
end of the story. X

When I can listen
But repeating in morning is kind of annoying. Just once at 9:00 a.m. before local public affairs 
programming starts wold be best. That way we could also hear the rest of Morning Edition 
both hours.   Same goes for The California Report, which is an excellent and very valuable 
program by the way. X X

need some mid-day news at noon would be helpful, especially in these challenging times X
Great job by the staff. I hope you are taking care of yourselves because because the Covid-19 
situation is going to be a marathon. I especially love Ms. Reith's reporting. X
Emergency coverage is outstanding!  The in depth daily news features are always informative 
(VERY good reporting by Sarah Reith)  As budgets allow expanded local news coverage ie 
KMUD daily news report. X
See previous answer.  Want to see more relevant news....not stories! X X
Thank you so much for your investigative and warm reporting! Ask Audubon to repeat name 
of spotlighted species again at end of their item. X X
In the past I have thought the local news reporter should be a social worker.  It is getting 
better, more substantial.  X
Perhaps a short summary of local interest whenever appropriate on all news programs. X
I find it useful and informative at times. I think often these are extremely provincial stories 
that attract the people about whom they are written. Also I don't necessarily need the same 
news broadcast three times in a day. I know that the budget is tight and more reporting is 
expensive, but I turn the repetitive broadcast off. X X

Even when the news selections are a bit idiosyncratic, they are interesting. X
Repeating in the morning 2 times does not work well for me.  X

Useful and informative, yes.  Adequate in quantity or needed topics: absolutely not. X X

More info - I'm not internet connected X
I have listened to the Covid report with Drew Colfax and Alicia Bales from the beginning. I 
expect the news to be OBJECTIVE. And appreciated it very much, and still do. However, I 
don't prefer to have Alicia trying to present "positive" news, and teasing Drew about trying to 
be more positive. I'm not happy with Alicia's more accentuated "bubbly" persona. At the 
beginning I thought she was wonderful. She has a great radio voice, a pleasing tone while 
being very articulate. She has become too much of a cheerleader of late. The pandemic is a 
challenge for us all and I don't mean to be too hard on Alicia. But because you are asking 
what I want, I am grateful for this opportunity to express myself. I don't want Dick VanDyke 
and Mary Tyler Moore, or any facsimile. X
Two identical segments in the morning is redundant. Ideally, we'd prefer a new segment in 
the evening. X

it's sometimes useful and informative. Need longer local news segment X
Some of the news is informative, especially reports by Alicia Bales, but the reports by Sarah 
Reith often seem to be more opinion than factual. It seems to be a trend that I find 
unfortunate. My suggestion in that regard is to have reporters report what is happening 
without so much attempt to steer the conversation to fit their beliefs. My political views are 
far to the left but I find the lack of listening to the other side a dangerous tact to take in these 
days of us vs. them. We are all on the planet together and to try to shut out and demonize 
those with whom we don’t agree is helping foster the polarization of rather than heal our 
community, our country, and our world. X

Prefer fresh news instead of reruns. X

Keep it up. Really appreciate it. X
For the human interest/magazine type features, hearing them twice in the morning and once 
in the evening is a bit much.  Maybe better coverage of our Board of Supervisors meetings 
and local government issues, planning commission etc X X X

Please sure more often. Noon? X X
The binary 'no' is too harsh. There is some value.  But often these spots seem more 'human interest' 
than 'news'.   X X
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I've appreciated that there hasn't been a huge chunk of time dedicated to sports as of late. I would 
rather have more time dedicated to the events happening locally, state wide, nation wide, and even 
around the world. There are plenty of news stories to cover in the time that doesn't happen so that 
sports can have the same time as current events, which just doesn't make sense. X

Noon would also be good. X

Local news in Spanish or bilingual programming. X

Very much X
Since I listen to KZYX most of the day, hearing the same news for the third time in boring, but 
knowing the cost in money and staffing, it is hardly a great problem. X

Fewer human interest stories. Twice in the morning is excessive. Whenever I hear that minor-
keyed them I am filled with dread and despair. Please find something less dreary. X X

Alicia Bales awesome. X
I count on it to get updates. Keep up with the range of interest areas. X
I would like to hear a thorough report on the board of supervisors meetings. Jim Shields or 
mark Scaramella could do this for you. X

more coastal, less marijuana, local environmental news X X X
Local sports is very popular.  Why not interview student athletes or cover a hs team that's 
doing really well that season.  It would bring in a lot of listeners and received well in the 
community especially those that might not be regular listeners.  In many areas of ca Friday 
night on the radio is many hs football games being aired.  I think most of them are 
commercial stations.  X

Interviews with businesses X

Very glad it's on Jukebox, so I can listen later if missed. X
Some, like COVID updates and fire info, very important. X
Follow ups on news stories. We will hear of an incident, accident or problem and not hear 
what the outcome/resolution  is/was. X

But sometimes it is repetitive, as in I hear the same news repeated too often. X

I don't appreciate hearing it twice in the morning.  I think once in the morning and once in the evening 
is plenty.  Hearing the exact same broadcast three times a day is irritating, especially when the two in 
the morning come during the same show.   Suggest you keep the 8:45 and drop the 7:45. X X

Appreciate rhe Covid News & Fire updates (when needed)Great that news in Spanish was added X
Fantastic as is! X
More weather& announce what time the weather will be on air X
Too many reporters now - Sara Reith was just fine. Why can't the members vote on changes? Quit 
running the same show promos for weeks on end please. Also, I know you're trying to get more 
Hispanic listeners, but please quit running the Spanish covid warning over and over. X X
Just keep an active local news team like KMUD (KMUD community news is great, but until the 
pandemic addressed only Humboldt County news) X
I've learned some really interesting things about our community. Good job! Sometimes interviews 
with recording goes on too long for me. (I'd) like summaries. X
Thank you for all you do! Best awesome coverage in emergencies. I like local interviews. I'd like the 
lengthy covid reports to repeat the no. of local cases, active local cases on the half hour in case you 
missed it (or just before the half hour is over on Mon + Wed 3-3:30. Updates from city councils? X X

More, longer, in-depth. More about Coast happenings. X X X
Sarah is wonderful & Cobb.  How about a tutorial on using the jukebox as part of Point & Click. And 
advertise it outside too. Navigation not easy for some - we need to help them. X

It would help if the 6 pm news was different than the morning news. I think it's getting better, and 
Sarah does a great job! Maybe more interviews of local artists, craftspeople?

The 5-minute news bytes I'd drop altogether. Need more in-depth long-term analysis of the issues.
Especially during covid, fires, election, expand local news to 1/2 hour each presentation. Updated 
evenings would be great.
why have two morning times? How about BBC at one of those morning spots? Please don't make our 
world smaller.
Mendo County resident interviews, questions, comments, viewpoints, skills, ethnologies. Information 
on local educational trainings and certifications in medical field, survival skills, farming, emergencies, 
etc.

Number of Responses 43 34 26 22 9 7 6 6 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0


